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Your new car park is
nearly here!
Good progress is being made on the construction of the
multi-storey car park on Barber Avenue as part of the
$576m Stage 1 redevelopment. The concrete structure is
now complete and work is focused on the facade, the
roof-top helipad and internal finishes including the
installation of lifts.

North Block access changes
To build our new hospital, the North Block entry from
Somerset Street has closed and new ways of accessing
services such as Day of Surgery admissions and the Aged
Care and Rehabilitation Centre are in place.
The best access to North Block for patients is via East
Block entry, using the valet parking service. Once in the
hospital patients can follow the yellow signs to the Aged

The link-way bridge, which will connect the car park to
North Block, is also being constructed off-site before it is
winched in to place in the coming weeks.
The new car park will provide more than 600 car spaces
for staff and patients including 14 accessible car spaces.

East Block drop-off zone

Aerial view of the new car park under construction

Patients who require assistance to get to and from their
car can contact Patient Transport Service on
0447 763 561 before and after their appointment.
Please allow a little extra time to get to your appointment.
For more details visit out project website (URL at the
bottom of the page).
Thanks for patience and support.

Would like to learn more about
our project? Visit our project
website.
A close up of the colourful and textured car park exterior

For more information visit nepeanredevelopment.health.nsw.gov.au
email: HI-nepeanredevelopment@health.nsw.gov.au
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Touch down! Our third linear
accelerator has arrived

Blue Mountains Renal Unit
construction powering along

As part of the redevelopment, the Nepean Cancer Care
Centre is undergoing a major expansion to meet demand
for cancer treatment now, and into the future. This
includes new clinic rooms, a third radiation therapy
bunker and 15 additional chemotherapy treatment
spaces.

Since mid-last year, work has been powering along on our
new $4.7 million satellite renal dialysis unit at Blue Mountains Hospital.

The linear accelerator, which is a highly technical piece of
equipment that administers radiation therapy to patients,
arrived on campus last week. The installation of the
machine requires a team of expert technicians who will be
working on it for several weeks.

When it opens mid-year, the new unit will bring essential
dialysis services much closer to home for Blue Mountains
and Lithgow patients who require dialysis treatment up
to three times per week.

In February 2019, new Cancer Care clinic rooms were
opened and construction on the new radiation therapy
bunker and chemotherapy treatment spaces is scheduled
for completion in mid-2019.
This major service expansion means more patients from
local and regional areas can benefit from high-quality
cancer treatment and support.

(L to R) Chris Gibb, Nurse Manager, Western Renal Service,
Jan Hookkee, Operations Manager, Western Renal Service and
Amanda Clark, Infection Prevention, Blue Mountains Hospital
tour construction progress of the new dialysis unit.

The new purpose-built unit has six spacious treatment areas
offering privacy and comfort to patients. Large windows to
allow more natural light into the space and uplifting artwork
will help promote healing and well-being.

Specialist technicians install the new linear accelerator which
will provide life-saving radiation therapy to local and regionallybased patients.

The new unit will operate as a satellite unit for the Western
Renal Service which runs inpatient and outpatient dialysis
treatment at Westmead, Blacktown, Mt Druitt and
Lemongrove Campus.

For more information visit nepeanredevelopment.health.nsw.gov.au
email: HI-nepeanredevelopment@health.nsw.gov.au
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Construction starts on Stage 1
tower
Site fencing is up and early works are underway for the
new 14-storey hospital tower. The picture below shows
the significant size of the facility which will take up all of
the old Somerset Street car park.
The early works construction program includes bulk
excavation of the site to establish the footprint of the
building, and to prepare for the first concrete pours.
Construction is being carefully managed to minimise
disruption to patients and staff.

Stage 2 planning underway
In March 2018, the NSW Government committed a
further $450 million towards Stage 2 of the Nepean
Redevelopment. Early planning has started for Stage 2
and construction will follow on from the completion
Stage 1.
The first phase of planning is determining the highest
priority clinical needs of the community and how these
services can be delivered.
Planning and consultation will continue throughout
2019 and beyond to ensure we deliver the best
outcome for patient and staff.

Somerset Cottage Child Care
A development application was submitted to Penrith
City Council late last year to relocate the childcare
centre to the northern edge of the hospital campus.
The project team is currently working with council to
finalise the development application so construction on
the new centre can commence later in the year.
Stay tuned for more details.
Please pay attention to traffic
changes and drive carefully at all
times.
The construction zone for Stage 1 tower
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For more information visit nepeanredevelopment.health.nsw.gov.au
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